APPLICATOR CLEANING
We recommend cleaning the Applicator with Hot Water.
1. Dial applicator up to 12- this opens the internal parts fully and allows trapped debris to be flushed out

2. Depress the trigger and hold the Applicator upside down under hot running tap
water and flush water down through the applicator body & pick-up tube. Shaking
Applicator a few times until water runs clears

3. Next, flush hot water down through the handle until water runs clear. This will help
clean behind the spray nozzle

4. Shake Applicator over sink to remove any water that may be trapped behind the nozzle as well as to remove trapped
debris. This may take a number of shakes until ALL water is removed.
TIP– use the air from the hose to remove any trapped water by placing over the pick-up tube and then attaching
Repeat these steps as often as required.
5. Fill applicator cup with Hot Water and spray through.
6. Every 2 weeks spray with 1part Bleach to 4 parts Hot Water. Rising with clean Hot Water afterwards.
NOTE
• Applicators ONLY need to be cleaned at the end of each days spraying.
• If changing Solutions there is no need to rinse applicator between sprays. The small amount of solution left will not

affect the next application.
• Always store the applicator in 2 pieces to allow it to air dry and decrease any potential internal mold growth.
Cleaning SunFX applicator guns with anything other than water, a diluted water/bleach solution or diluted water/vinegar
solution automatically voids our WARRANTY. Please do not leave your guns in any bleach or vinegar solution for more than
10 minutes as this causes corrosion and will also void your warranty.
99% of SunFX Spray Gun Applicators that are returned to us are because they have not been cleaned thoroughly. Please ensure that you keep your
equipment clean. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us

